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1 Introduction 

In 2010, funders of public health research in low and middle income settings declared 

they intended to increase the health benefits of the studies they sponsored by requiring 

investigators to share research data. For many years, little was done to implement that 

commitment. This was in part because incentive structures underlying both commercial 

and academic research actively obstruct the pre-publication sharing of ideas, protocols, 

methods and, especially, data. But it was also in part because, for several years, the 

infrastructure needed to share data in ways most likely to translate into health gains 

barely existed, and few were willing to invest in creating and maintaining it in fields 

other than genomics.1–3 

A few investigators working in clinical research took a lead in data sharing not because 

they were required to, but because they saw value in sharing. Pharmaceutical companies 

began to share pre-competitive data that reduced initial R&D and licensing costs, and 

some large firms also invested in sharing clinical trial data, largely for reputational 

reasons.4 The non-profit sector, which increasingly witnessed the catastrophic human 

consequences of failure to share data, also began to make information collected during 

outbreaks more easily available for secondary analysis.5 Some academic researchers, 

recognising the limitations of traditional publication-based means of sharing 

information, began to pool individual level data to answer questions that couldn't be 

addressed in a single study.6,7 

Pioneers in data sharing began to develop the data curation, storage and governance 

structures to support their particular goals. Curation systems were sometimes initially 

clumsy, and there was a great deal of duplication and reinvention. Governance 

structures developed iteratively to meet unanticipated needs. Scalability, cost-

effectiveness and sustainability were persistent challenges. 8 Those who sought to share 

data collected in low and middle income settings struggled particularly to share data in 

ways that were Equitable, Ethical and Efficient: the three things that research funders 

had, in their 2010 declaration, espoused as the core principles that must underlie data 

sharing efforts, and which we here refer to as the E3 principles.9 

Collectively, their efforts have provided rich experience. Tools, systems, and 

infrastructures have now been developed; these can be expanded, built on or 

consolidated to provide a more solid underpinning for useful, equitable and cost-

effective data sharing mechanisms as open science becomes the new normal. 

In parallel with these developments in Africa, Asia and Latin America, the open science 

movement (which is largely centred in high income countries) has developed principles 

and processes to guide data sharing. These currently focus on attributes of data objects 

themselves; shared data should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable 

(FAIR). 

The two sets of principles are not mutually exclusive; indeed they are to an extent 

interdependent. A study of data sharing practices in public health emergencies carried 

out in parallel with the current work suggests that it will be hard to fulfil more technical 

standards for interoperability and reuse unless data sharing efforts also take into account 
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the broader political, cultural and economic landscape in which biomedical research 

takes place.* It is this broader context which is encompassed by the E3 principles.  

1.1 About this report 

The primary purpose of this report is to provide an overview of emerging good practices 

in the sharing of data related to infectious diseases in low and middle income settings, 

and to suggest how funders of health research can best support systems and 

infrastructures that make data sharing more useful, equitable, ethical and efficient. 

The research underlying the report was commissioned by the World Health 

Organization's Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases and 

the Wellcome Trust. The original intention was to focus on describing good practices 

that could inform the development of international standards for online data repositories, 

in particular those most likely to meet the needs of research on neglected tropical 

diseases and diseases with pandemic potential.10 In the course of the research, three 

things related to that goal became clear: 

 For the purposes of maximising health gains from data re-use, repositories are 

just one part of a wider infrastructure which includes scientific networks, 

standards developments, technological and funding structures, that shape the 

research landscape. 

 The open science community, based largely in high-income countries and 

meeting under the auspices of groups such as the Research Data Alliance, has 

already done much of the work of developing standards related both to FAIR 

data sharing and to the technical and operational sides of repository management. 

(An example of the latter are the Core Trust Seal Data Repositories 

Requirements.)11 These are summarised in Appendix 1. 

 The experience of the biomedical research community in low and middle income 

countries in developing practices related to E3 principles has not been widely 

considered by the open science community, but could greatly enrich the 

standards currently under development. 

We thus expanded our investigations to include other elements that underpin the utility 

of repositories, and held a consultative meeting that allowed for the exchange of insights 

and experience across three constituencies -- data scientists active in global discussions 

about information sharing, biomedical and epidemiological researchers who share data 

collected in low-resource settings, and funders of biomedical research in those settings. 

This report synthesises reflections, conclusions and recommendations from two pieces 

of commissioned research, and from the consultative meeting of different 

constituencies.† The first piece of research investigated data sharing in public health 

emergencies and involved a review of literature related to data sharing, a review of 

institutional policies, a quantitative study of data sharing practices, and in-depth 

                                                 
* Pisani, Ghataure and Merson suggest subsuming both sets of principles into a single group that 

considers data sharing in the broader research landscape and cycle, using the acronym FREE-FAIRER, 

for Findable, Rapidly available, Ethical, Equitable, Forever, Accessible, Interoperable and Reliable.2 
† Quotations given in italics in this report are from interviewees in the second study, or participants at 

the consultative meeting of funders, data managers and data scientists. 
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interviews with 28 people. For details of methods and full findings, please see the full 

study report, at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5897608.v1. 

The second piece of research involved an inventory and desk review of the standards 

used by repositories through which data relating to neglected tropical diseases and other 

diseases of poverty are shared. We searched extensively for disease-specific repositories 

providing access to curated individual patient data on dengue, leprosy, TB and malaria. 

The full report of the repository inventory and desk review can be found at 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5897614.v1. Parallel with the desk review, we 

conducted in-depth interviews with 31 people involved with data management, 

repository development, data sharing, scientific publication, research funding and 

research ethics and governance. Data from the interviews were used to inform the 

consultative meeting, and are integrated into this report. 

The meeting, held in Antwerp in November 2017, brought together 26 people. Of these, 

four were data scientists primarily involved in international discussions around data 

sharing, a further nine were from research funders or global health organisations, and 13 

were researchers and/or data managers involved in sharing data collected in low income 

countries. Data managers included those managing disease-specific resources, as well as 

those experienced in building repositories and sharing individual health data collected in 

demographic surveillance sites. The participant list and agenda for the consultative 

meeting is provided in Appendix 2. 

1.2 Report structure 

This report focuses on four broad sets of factors that shape those repositories and 

structures used to share data about neglected tropical diseases: 

 Structural factors that make shared data useful. 

 Systems that make sharing data equitable: beneficial to participant communities, 

primary researchers and secondary data users. 

 Systems that keep shared data ethical: safeguarding research participants while 

contributing to the health of communities. 

 Business models and systems that support efficient data management, curation 

and re-use over the long term. 

For each area, we: 

 describe some of the issues and challenges commonly encountered (based on the 

commissioned research and group discussions); 

 outline good practices emerging in low and middle income settings (and 

elsewhere, as relevant); 

 recommend action that research funders can take to support good practice. 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5897608.v1
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5897614.v1
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Table 1: The principle aims of data repositories found in institutional and academic literature,  

with a summary of the actors and qualities most important to achieving each aim. Author's analysis.  

Principal aim of a data 

repository 

Who champions 

this aim? 

Who is expected to 

deliver on it?  

To fulfil this aim, 

repositories must be:  

Less important 

qualities for this aim 

Transparency 

Holding research sponsors/ 

funders to account 

Open science 

movement  

Principally aimed at 

industry, but 

taxpayer lobbies 

also target publicly-

funded academia 

Discoverable 

Accessible 

Interoperable, 

Equitable 

Utility (immediate) 

Allowing research to be reused 

to rapidly gain new insights 

(often in same field) 

Public and charity 

science funders 

Academics and 

others funded by 

charities or taxes. 

Interoperable. Equitable, 

ethical (because they make 

sharing feasible) 

Accessible (utility can 

be created in limited-

access repositories) 

Utility (long-term) 

Preserving for unforeseen uses, 

perhaps in other field 

Open science 

movement 

(somewhat) 

Research 

community 

Persistent 

Discoverable 

Sustainable business model 

Equitable, rapid, 

interoperable 

Visibility 
Making research visible, when 

papers just won't do. 

Researchers (mostly 

junior, HIC, in 

specific fields) 

Themselves 
Citable, accessible, 

discoverable 
Interoperable 

Learning resource 

Providing relevant, quality data 

for training and learning 

Researchers (mostly 

LMIC) 

Research 

community 
Accessible, reusable  

 

HIC: High income country 

LMIC: Low and middle income country 
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2 Supporting useful data sharing  

2.1 Issues and challenges 

There are many reasons to preserve and share data; the most commonly cited in the 

context of health research are given in Table 1. Those reasons shape important choices 

about appropriate digital infrastructure, governance mechanisms and business models; 

in discussions of each of these areas, the refrain which surfaced most persistently in our 

research and discussions was: "One size does not fit all".  

A clear articulation of the purpose and value of sharing data at the outset of any data 

sharing enterprise is thus essential to making appropriate choices about all aspects of 

data curation, storage and reuse. The purpose and value may differ for different 

constituencies. However, while funders, data generators, secondary analysts, national 

governments, academic institutions, open science advocates and others may be 

motivated to support data sharing for different reasons, their overall goals must be at 

least minimally aligned if the enterprise is to succeed. Those "demanding" digital data 

have to consider how to influence incentives so that the needs of researchers in a 

position to supply data are met. "Public good" arguments may, for example, play well 

with funders and taxpayers, but they will be resisted in a scientific landscape where 

private careers or fortunes are built on data, unless other incentives can be brought to 

bear. 

Public and philanthropic funders of health research in low income settings encourage 

data sharing principally as a way of increasing learning from existing data (the 

"immediate utility" function in Table 1.) This implies opening up data to people (and 

machines) who may bring to it new ideas and perspectives. But more than anything, it 

implies allowing for data from individual studies to be merged across time and place, 

and and/or to be combined with contextual data generated by other groups and 

disciplines, for richer analysis. 

Our review of data sharing mechanisms identified several methods used to share 

individual patient data collected in low income settings and relating to pathogens with 

pandemic potential. Table 2 provides an overview of the pros and cons of each of these. 

Several of the more formal methods currently in use (such as sharing data as 

supplementary materials in journal articles, or through general purpose repositories) are 

much less likely to achieve the aims of research funders than other, sometimes less 

transparent measures (such as domain-specific repositories or closed consortia).  

The easier it is to combine data from different research studies, the more likely it is that 

sharing those data will lead to new findings. Our findings suggest that it is not enough 

simply to mandate that data be deposited in publicly accessible online repositories. 

Significant investment is needed in developing and maintaining metadata standards that 

allow data to be combined across domains, as well as across studies within a domain. 

Of the mechanisms listed in Table 2, those used to share highly curated data 

transparently – for example genomic and protein databases – tend to be very well 

resourced, and underpinned by an incentive structure that does not currently apply to 

clinical research involving other types of patient data.
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Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of data sharing platforms/mechanisms, related to purposes for sharing 

Data sharing mechanism Advantages Disadvantages Good for Less good for 

Genomic/ structural 

databases (e.g. GenBank) 

Well-established 

Discoverable 

Standardised metadata 

Expensive 

Transparency, 

Utility, Visibility, 

Learning resource,  

 

Supplementary material in 

journals  

Findable by humans, with some effort 

Public investment not vital 

Slow; Not machine readable, 

limiting discoverability 

Depends on electronic access to 

papers; Often paywalled 

Diverse, largely unusable formats  

Transparency Utility, Learning 

resource 

Disease-specific curated 

repositories (e.g. WWARN) 

Standardised metadata 

Some community support 

Greatly facilitates reuse and 

interoperability 

Extensive set-up costs 

Sustainability questionable 

Duplication of effort 

Utility*  

General purpose academic 

repositories (e.g. Figshare) 
Potentially cost-effective 

Standardised metadata rare 

Sustainability uncertain 

Transparency Utility 

Institutional repositories 

(e.g. LSHTM) 

Strong support for data management 

and curation helps academics develop 

data sharing skills and habits  

Duplication of effort 

Not easily discoverable 

Standardised metadata rare 

Transparency Utility 

Closed consortia 

(e.g. ISARIC) 

Standardised metadata 

Facilitates reuse and interoperability 

Protects equity and research interests, 

so strong community support 

Excludes reuse by non-members 

Some set-up costs 

Duplication of effort 

Sustainability questionable 

Utility Transparency, 

Visibility, 

Learning 

Resource 

Informal professional 

networks 

Trust-based, so strong community 

support; potential interoperability 
Zero transparency 

Utility Transparency, 

Visibility, 

Learning 

Resource 

* Other purposes highly dependent on governance mechanisms. 

WWARN: WorldWide Antimalarial Resistance Network. LSHTM: London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine 

ISARIC: International Severe Acute Respiratory and emerging Infections Consortium 
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The particular types of metadata for which standards are needed, together with other 

elements important to data curation and sharing such as licences, will, again, vary with 

the purpose and likely use of the resource. Our review of funder and other institutional 

data sharing policies suggests that very few articulate clearly the purposes for which 

they wish data to be shared, and fewer still make clear distinctions between the sharing 

of data and sharing of the various types of metadata that are essential to accord with the 

FAIR (and to a lesser extent the E3) principles. 

Standards are only useful to the extent that they are widely used; this means that any 

standards development requires the active buy-in of the relevant research community – 

something that can be time-consuming and expensive to achieve. This is especially the 

case where proposed standards require researchers, who are as yet unconvinced that 

sharing data will benefit them, to change well-established habits and workflows. The 

time and resources necessary to achieve longer-term utility seem initially to run counter 

to the very reason research funders give for requiring data sharing: because it is a cost-

effective way of getting more knowledge out of research that is already being funded. 

Without such investment, however, the potential utility of "shared" data is much 

diminished. 

The utility of a repository is determined in part by the quality of the data it contains. 

Quality assurance can take place at different levels of the data collection, management 

and curation process. The Core Trust Seal Data Repositories Requirements, which 

provides community standards for data curation, specifies quality control (QC) as an 

area of responsible curation. However there is limited guidance as to who is responsible 

for what, and at which point in the research cycle. 

2.2 Emerging good practices 

Aligning data sharing policies with their underlying purpose 

Many institutional data sharing policies have developed in somewhat ad hoc ways, 

beginning with policies promoting publication in open access journals, adding on over 

time policies relating to data underlying research papers and in some cases entire data 

sets (the Wellcome Trust and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation are cases in point). 

While most contain normative language about increasing learning from available data, 

very few have specified particular modes of sharing that are most likely to achieve that 

goal: the sharing of granular data through domain-specific repositories, together with 

the use of domain-specific metadata standards. 

An important exception exists in the field of genomics, where research funders actively 

incentivising data sharing while investing heavily in standards development and other 

forms of infrastructure that made it possible. As a result, much faster progress has been 

made in establishing norms of data sharing in genomics than in other fields of bio-

medical research. 

Very recently, some research funders and at least one scientific publisher have begun to 

express a general preference that investigators who generate clinical and 

epidemiological data share those data through domain-specific resources; however 

much more could be done to ensure that data sharing policies encourage sharing data in 

formats and through mechanisms that increase the likely reuse of the data. (More could 

also be done to incentivise that reuse – see page 29). 
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Until recently, institutional data sharing policies tended to be extremely general, 

covering many different types of research. But our research suggests, again, that "one 

size does not fit all". Institutions have begun to recognise that: in February 2016, in 

response to a Zika outbreak, a group of research funders and publishers committed to 

"require researchers undertaking work relevant to public health emergencies to set in 

place mechanisms to share quality-assured interim and final data as rapidly and widely 

as possible" and to publish it openly.12 This adds a degree of rhetorical urgency absent 

from most institutional data sharing policies. However, few data sharing policies 

provide guidance on the specific mechanisms needed to share data effectively in special 

circumstances such as outbreaks or public health emergencies. The section on quality 

control, below, provides an example of possible modifications.  

Experience with the implementation of data sharing policies remains limited, but it is 

already plain that a clearer articulation of a policy's purpose makes it more likely that 

the policy will evolve in the service of the goal, rather than becoming codified in ways 

that may, in fact, undermine the goal. Research on data sharing in public health 

emergencies in low income settings suggests that an expectation of completely open 

sharing may undermine the ultimate goal of rapid advances by reducing incentives for 

people to undertake dangerous or difficult research. In these cases, the end goal of a data 

sharing policy may be achieved using governance models that prioritise trust and equity 

over open access to individual patient data. 

Articulating the purpose of a repository or data sharing resource 

Individual data resources have also benefited from a clear articulation of their purpose, 

the result of discussions and negotiations that have sought to align the motivations, 

incentives and interests of different constituencies. 

In the commercial sector as well as in public-private partnerships, most highly curated 

platforms are established with a singular goal in mind, generally related to drug 

discovery or registration. Efforts to broaden access have raised governance challenges 

which are still under discussion. 

The WorldWide Antimalarial Resistance Network (WWARN) provides an example of 

the value of clear articulation of purpose. An early iteration of the database relied on a 

"public good" motivation to encourage researchers in low and middle income countries 

to contribute individual patient data to allow for the global tracking of resistance to 

malaria drugs. Researchers in malaria endemic countries were not tempted to contribute 

pre-publication data for the greater good, while policy-makers showed little interest in 

following global trends. Following active consultations with all constituencies, the 

scientists leading the initiative refocused the resource, involving researchers in pooled 

analyses that addressed specific, policy-relevant research questions.8 A clear statement 

of this revised purpose dramatically increased researchers' willingness to share data. The 

WWARN model is now being adapted for a number of other domain-specific data 

repositories. 

Appropriate quality assurance mechanisms 

A repository is only as good as the data it contains. Our review found no policy or paper 

defining adequate quality assurance other than traditional peer review of papers 

describing the study results or datasets. Some interviewees suggested that the lower-
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than-expected reuse of shared data may be because potential secondary users have few 

ways of checking the quality of those data. 

Two research groups that share data collected in resource-constrained settings, the 

African Population and Health Research Center (APHRC) and the Infectious Disease 

Data Observatory (IDDO), described upstream approaches to quality assurance, 

including providing standardised data collection protocols and electronic data capture 

devices with in-built error-checking which minimise errors at the point of data 

collection and first-line management. Automated checks are also possible at the point of 

ingest into repositories and shared resources. INDEPTH uses automated checks for 

internal consistency as a first screen to determine the overall quality of a longitudinal 

dataset, and then complements that with a human review of the plausibility of key 

aggregate indicators. If logical errors (pregnant men, people out-migrating after their 

date of death etc.) exceed 2.5% of participants, or if a data set fails plausibility checks 

(for example by reporting life-expectancy of 87 in an urban slum in a low-income 

country), then data are not shared.  According to an INDEPTH data scientist: "Most 

data managers saw the QC process as a significant benefit, because they got support to 

go back and clean up the data."  

Data managers warn that if quality control is to be useful (leading to the appropriate 

correction of errors), then quality curation must take place relatively close to the 

original data set. They cautioned that an over-reliance on automated checks and 

corrections may result in a smoothing of precisely the differences of greatest interest to 

biomedical researchers. 

Procedures for quality control should, however, be consistent with the overall purpose 

of the repository or data sharing exercise. Though research funders recently committed 

to require researchers to share "quality-assured … data" in public health emergencies, 

quality assurance through traditional peer review is at odds with speed, and with the 

intention of the funders' commitment to rapid data sharing. Participants in our 

discussions suggested immediate sharing of data and post-hoc community review as the 

most effective way of sharing data in emergency situations. The practice of crowd-

sourced genetic data analysis adopted during the Escherichia coli O104:H4 outbreak in 

Germany in 2011 was given as an example.13 

Distinguishing between data, metadata, code 

Most institutional policies and many other papers and discussions surrounding data 

sharing make little distinction between data collected from participants in a study and 

the various types of metadata that make those data useable and useful. Most do not even 

mention sharing code used for the transformation or analysis of data. In practice, 

however, data managers and data scientists make clear distinctions between them, and 

have very different sharing and access policies for each.  

Broadly speaking, in biomedical research, "data" refer to the information collected from 

research participants or measured from samples. Metadata cover three general areas: 

 information about individual variables in the dataset (age, HIV status, date of 

last clinic visit etc.) 

 information about the research (date of data collection, geographic location, 

sponsor, principal investigator, ethics approval.) 
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 information about the dataset (title, file formats, versioning information, doi etc.) 

Many of these data are recorded in study protocols, questionnaires, ethical review 

documents and other sources that are not shared, or machine readable. In addition, 

software code used to transform variables and analyse data is an important source of 

sharable information in its own right. 

Increasingly, research groups are making different types of metadata (and their 

descriptors) openly available, even when study data are subject to embargoes or access 

restriction. APHRC in Nairobi, for example make study metadata (including individual 

variable descriptors) openly available almost as soon as a study is completed and data 

are cleaned. Access to the data to which the metadata refer is restricted to researchers 

within the institution and other academic collaborators for a period of two years, after 

which it can be accessed through a simple approval process. 

Similarly, metadata relating to studies included in the H3Africa consortium are visible 

as soon as the data are submitted to the European Genome-phenome Archive. While 

data can be requested for analysis and reuse at this point, they are subject to a further 12 

month publication embargo.  

Many interviewees noted that the sharing of metadata – including protocols, 

questionnaires, and (especially) code – is at least as valuable to achieving the goal of 

advances in science in low and middle income settings as the sharing of research data 

itself. These allow researchers in lower-resource settings to adapt and build on work 

already done by people with more resources or experience, rather than to duplicate it. 

Further, the open availability of metadata and metadata descriptors contribute to 

transparency and reduce the risk of duplication of effort, even when study data cannot 

be shared for ethical or other reasons. Meeting participants recommended that metadata 

and data descriptors should be shared routinely, generally early in the research cycle. 

However, data descriptors and other forms of metadata are not generally referred to 

specifically in data sharing policies. Policies which take a more nuanced approach to 

sharing different types of data and metadata might lower the barriers to entry into the 

habit of data sharing, while simultaneously providing researchers with valuable 

resources. The Global Health Network, which shares protocols and other research 

resources across 37 research consortia working primarily in low and middle income 

countries, provides a free on-line platform for this sort of exchange. 

Developing and maintaining standards, and the networks that support them 

The consistent use of agreed, inter-operable standards would add immensely to the 

development of cost-effective structures that facilitate the useful sharing and reuse of 

research data. Demographic surveillance sites such as those grouped in the INDEPTH 

network have broadly adopted metadata standards maintained by the Data 

Documentation Initiative (DDI). Individual sites in low and middle income countries 

use freeware tools such as the Nesstar Publisher to prepare metadata and validate it 

against community standards.14 These standards and tools have been developed under 

the auspices and with the support of the International Household Survey Network, a 

network of institutional funders of household surveys in low and middle income 

countries. 

Standards development work in the field of clinical research has lagged behind, driven 

until recently by the under-resourced, ad hoc efforts of individual research groups. This 
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has resulted in duplication and fragmentation – precisely the things that standards are 

designed to avoid. 

This has begun to change recently. In December 2014, the United States Food and Drug 

Administration announced that it would, from 2017, require all regulatory applications 

to use standards developed by the Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium 

(CDISC) when submitting clinical trials data. This has created traction around generic 

standards for clinical trials and other types of data collection, as well as for specific 

disease areas. The consortium is funded largely through contributions from 

pharmaceutical firms with an interest in high income markets. Standards are not openly 

available in easily useable formats, and those relating to neglected tropical diseases are 

currently, predictably, neglected. However collaborators from IDDO (based at Oxford 

University) have worked with the consortium to develop standards for malaria and 

Ebola, and they also exist for influenza, virology and vaccines. Further changes to the 

CDISC business model would be necessary to make it widely relevant to researchers in 

low and middle income countries, but the initiative stands as a proof of concept that 

institutional mandates can successfully incentivise community collaboration on data 

standards.  

Table 3 describes some of the different types of metadata descriptors relevant to the 

biomedical sciences.  

 

Table 3: Metadata and responsibility for standards development  

Main purpose 

of metadata 

Metadata 

describes: 
Examples 

Best placed to 

develop standards 

Discoverability Data object 
Title, doi, NCT, 

MeSH 
Digital curation 

Transparency 
Research 

process 

Ethics, funding, 

PI 
Biomedical curation 

Reuse Data type 
Imaging, clinical 

trial, genomics 
Method specialists 

Reuse 
Variables, 

generic 

Demographic, 

geographic 

International 

standards 

organisations 

Reuse 
Variables, 

disease specific 

gametocyte 

count, syphilis 

status 

Disease specialists 

 

doi: Digital object identifier; NCT: clinical trial registration number; MeSH: medical 

subject headings; PI: principal investigator 

Some of these, including some aimed at indexing an entire data object, are used across 

many different fields, and can be developed and maintained by people who work in 

digital curation at the broadest level. Others are specific to a particular data type (such 

as imaging or genomics) but may be agnostic to disease areas; conversely, some relate 

to a disease area (for example TB), and will be useful to datasets across genomics, 
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epidemiology, clinical trials etc. To avoid duplication and maximise interoperability 

between different data sets and data types, it will be important that different ontologies 

and metadata descriptors are developed and maintained by the communities best placed 

to ensure their widespread use across all relevant domains. Coordination between those 

working on domain-specific standards and overarching metadata standards is also 

critical, though currently under-developed. 

A number of organisations, including FAIRsharing.org, are attempting to create or 

maintain networks between the various bodies involved in developing, maintaining, 

using or mandating the use of different data standards. Several interviewees and meeting 

participants underlined the vital role of formal and informal networks in developing 

broadly accepted standards and in promoting their use. These networks should be 

considered a critical part of the data sharing infrastructure, and resourced accordingly. 

2.3 Making data sharing structures useful: 
recommendations for research funders 

To maximise the utility of data sharing infrastructures, research funders should: 

1) Reconsider and, where necessary, revise data sharing policies so that they clearly 

articulate the aim of sharing data of importance to low and middle income countries.  

2) Ensure that data sharing policies are aligned with that aim. This may include: 

 distinguishing between different types of data, and adjusting policies to meet the 

special needs associated with sharing each data type. For example, policies 

governing the sharing of data relating to pathogens with pandemic potential may 

prioritise speed by encouraging post-release community review of data quality. 

 maintaining flexibility around sharing research data (including through trusted 

networks), while being more specific about requiring the sharing of metadata, 

including research protocols, operating procedures, workflows, and data 

descriptors at the variable level. Funders should consider publishing machine-

readable versions of approved research proposals, including data sharing plans. 

 requiring that data should be shared through mechanisms that maximise the 

likelihood of reuse, such as through a curated domain-specific repository, or by 

using community-agreed data standards.  

4) Consider introducing machine-readable templates for data sharing plans, using 

community-wide ontologies; these could help both in guiding researchers towards 

compliance (for example by requiring researchers to specify the metadata standards they 

expect to use, where relevant) and in monitoring progress. An analysis of the extent to 

which past data sharing plans have been implemented, and an enquiry into the reasons 

for deviations where they exist, may prove useful in informing support for data sharing 

mechanisms that meet community needs. 

5) Support the networks necessary to develop, maintain and promote the widespread use 

of metadata standards and the tools and training that facilitate their use. Ensure that 

standards for neglected tropical diseases are compatible with existing standards 

covering infectious diseases, clinical trials etc. Ensure that these standards meet the 

needs of researchers in low and middle income countries, and that networks both use 

and build on the capacities available in those countries. 
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6) Incentivise researchers to participate in standards development, and to use 

community standards in their own research or bioinformatic resource development. 

Small steps in this direction might include inviting researchers to describe contributions 

to standards development work on their grant applications, and requiring that 

applications for bioinformatic resource grants stipulate governance mechanisms for 

standards. 

3 Equitable data sharing systems 

3.1 Issues and challenges 

One of the most common objections to data sharing is that it's simply not fair that the 

team which has worked to collect information, often in difficult circumstances, should 

have to "give it away" for others to analyse in the comfort of their offices. In well-

resourced settings, conversations about equity in data sharing most often focus on issues 

of academic credit – how to ensure that the work of those providing data for reuse is 

adequately recognised in a system that continues to prioritise publication of analyses in 

peer reviewed journals. 

Where the data are collected by researchers in low and middle income countries rich in 

infectious pathogens, and "given away" to researchers in high income countries rich in 

computing power, analytic experience and PhD students, the issue of equity acquires an 

additional dimension. Asking researchers to become complicit in a system which 

transfers raw materials to better resourced settings for processing and the addition of 

value, appears to many to add insult to the injuries caused by decades of "extractive 

science". Many see the equitable solution in science, as in industry, to be the transfer of 

technology and skills close to the raw material – which in this case means bringing data 

management infrastructure and analytic skills closer to the places where disease data are 

generated. 

Governments and communities from whom data are collected are naturally less invested 

than researchers in academic credit and skills building. However, some have strong 

feelings about the use of data collected locally, particularly by foreign researchers. 

Following the example set by Indonesia during the avian flu outbreak in 2006, some 

believe that data (and biological samples in particular) should only be shared 

internationally where there is a guarantee that a share of any benefits arising from its use 

will be returned to the nation providing the data. "Countries are very reluctant and 

suspicious of northern organisations asking for data. For them, data are a kind of 

treasure, they hold on to its value, they won't release it if they won't benefit in some very 

relevant way," noted one researcher. This creates something of a vicious circle – to 

share benefits from shared data, is it necessary first to generate them, and that is hard to 

do if data are hoarded. 
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3.2 Emerging good practices 

Credit where credit is due 

Work is advancing on data citation standards that will allow for the attribution of 

academic credit for data that are reused.15  

We identified very few examples of predatory use of shared data, or of originators of 

data in low income settings being "scooped" by secondary analysts. However, the few 

examples which do exist have reverberated widely; 16 repository governors must thus be 

mindful of the possibility of exploitative use (as well as of unethical use), and take 

proportionate measures to guard against it. Many repositories based in sub-Saharan 

Africa use simple due diligence procedures which include data request and licensing 

mechanisms, as well as embargo periods for the release of study data, or the publication 

of papers based on those data, as described above. In recognition of structural inequities 

in biomedical research in well and less well-resourced regions, a few research funders, 

including the Wellcome Trust, have in some cases explicitly endorsed embargoes and 

other terms related to data sharing which provide data originators working in low 

income countries extra time to prepare manuscripts before making data available for 

publication of secondary analyses. 

In the earlier days of data sharing, researchers sought to protect the interests of data 

originators by sharing through closed consortia or through "fenced" models for data 

access (in which data can only be used with the express permission of the contributors, 

which must be accorded for each new analysis). As experience with data sharing grows, 

there has been a shift towards "gated" models, in which data in a repository are shared 

through a formal access process which usually requires registration and involves a 

license, but which does not require reference to the original data contributors. 

Data reuse licences usually require that the original data source be cited in any 

subsequent publication. At least one repository in Africa checks the past records of 

registered users requesting a second or further data download, to see whether they have 

provided references for earlier uses.  

Reuse can contribute to levelling the playing field 

Some data use licences attempt to promote equity by stipulating that data and code 

generated by secondary users be made available on terms no more restrictive than the 

original licence. However, very few disease-specific repositories currently provide 

systematically for the redeposit by secondary analysts of code or transformed datasets. 

Several interviewees saw this as an important gap, significantly undermining the 

potential for shared data to be used to build capacity in generator communities. 

Licenses and other, less formal agreements are also used to transfer tools and skills in 

data management and analysis to researchers who collect data in low and middle income 

settings. South Africa's Agincourt demographic surveillance site, for example, strongly 

encourages external users to collaborate with scientists based in the research area in part 

because it provides insights for local scientists into cutting edge analytic techniques. 

Agincourt researchers note that active collaboration also benefits secondary users, who 

may be blind to important nuances related to context. As one said: "If you're just 

analysing the data independently you might find a result that you think is making sense, 
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but if you talk to someone who really knows the context they may say no, I think 

something's wrong, can we explore further to see how you've done the analysis. Context 

really matters." In short, collaboration builds capacity while increasing the quality and 

potential utility of secondary analyses. 

Data repositories as a learning resource 

Several interviewees from low and middle income countries identified the easy 

availability of high quality resources for capacity development and teaching as a major 

benefit of data repositories. APHRC in Nairobi notes that 55% of registered users of 

shared microdata and an even higher proportion of those downloading metadata are 

researchers based in Africa, many of whom appear to be using data for educational 

purposes. The educational value of the resource depends largely upon two things, 

beyond the quality of the data it contains: firstly, light-touch access procedures which 

allow students and teachers easily to explore and download content, and secondly, 

excellent data documentation, including easily accessible data dictionaries and other 

metadata.  

Benefits to the community 

We found few examples of mechanisms which allow for the equitable distribution of 

downstream benefits that might arise from shared data. In the words of one meeting 

participant: "Benefit sharing has been absolutely neglected in discussions of data 

sharing. Even the most basic feedback [of research results] to communities is 

neglected." 

This is in some part because secondary analysts are usually removed from the 

community among whom data were collected, and as data get aggregated and pooled at 

successively higher levels it may become difficult to pinpoint the relevance of analysis 

to a specific originating community. One suggestion builds on discussions of attribution 

stacking current in the open science movement. Licenses (and community norms) could 

adopt the principle that secondary (or higher order) users of data have a responsibility to 

return research results to the preceding level. Just as data originators have a duty to 

return research results to the community from whom they collected it, secondary 

analysts should return the results of their analysis to the principal investigators whose 

data they used. It is then up to the originators to decide whether to pass the results of 

secondary analyses on to their research community.  

There is even less experience with sharing tangible benefits which may arise much later 

on the research-to-health pathway, such as access to vaccines or therapies. The most 

developed example is the Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Framework (PIP), in which 

pharmaceutical companies and others actively incentivise sharing of data which can be 

used to inform the development of seasonal vaccines. Few other therapeutic areas are of 

equal interest to countries at all levels of income, and attempts to extend PIP to other 

pathogens have floundered. However, the experience of both influenza and SARS 

suggests that success in increasing national commitment to fair sharing of data will be 

essential to the sustainability of any structures developed for other pathogens. Following 

the Ebola outbreak of 2015, governments of affected countries expressed frustration at 

having had minimal control over the flow of data and biospecimens.17 Since then, data 

managers trying to support cross-border data sharing structures for the future have 
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worked hard to engage with governments and communities, and to build their concerns 

into equitable governance structures. When a pathogen does not threaten voters in rich 

countries or interest pharmaceutical firms, it is hard to secure long-term support for this 

often slow but always necessary process. 

3.3 Making data sharing structures more equitable: 
recommendations for research funders 

Research funders should recognise that efforts to wring more information out of existing 

data through pooled analysis and other forms of secondary use are likely to aggravate 

existing structural inequities in global health research, unless active steps are taken to 

promote equity. While this may involve sacrificing efficiency in the short term, it should 

contribute to greater gains over the longer term.  

To maximise data sharing infrastructures that promote equity, research funders should: 

1) Review policies relating to the sharing of data generated in low and middle income 

countries to ensure that they promote equity wherever possible. This may include: 

 allowing variable embargo periods for the sharing of results data, taking into 

account capacity and public health urgency. 

 requiring that code used in the transformation and analysis of shared data be 

made available to data originators. 

 encouraging the lowest possible barriers to reuse for purposes of training and 

capacity building. 

2) Encourage researchers to share data through repositories and bioinformatics 

resources whose governance and data structures support these policies. 

3) Support repositories and data sharing mechanisms that incentivise two-way transfer 

of skills and knowledge between data originators and secondary analysts.  

4 Ethical data sharing systems 

4.1 Issues and challenges 

Ethical safeguarding systems in medical research have arisen largely in the wake of 

flagrant abuses of individual well-being; the experiments by Nazi physicians on 

prisoners of war that led to the Nuremberg code, for example, or the Tuskegee study 

which denied black Americans treatment for syphilis and led to the Belmont report. As a 

result, ethical principles in medical research (and the institutional review boards that 

oversee them) are firmly focused on protecting the rights of individual participants in 

research. Although research usually aims to generate knowledge that will benefit a far 

wider population, the emphasis tends to be weighted towards avoidance of harm for 

study participants, rather than towards maximising the likely benefit for a wider 

population not directly involved in research. 
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Few institutional review boards (IRBs) have extensive experience evaluating the 

potential harms that might arise from the sharing and secondary analysis of study data. 

And because sharing of individual patient data is in its infancy, there are only limited 

examples so far of the wider benefits of pooled analyses. Further, IRBs that have 

historically focused on field-based interventional trials may not be well versed in the 

discussions around broad consent, data anonymisation and secondary use of research 

data that are of growing interest to open science advocates. These information gaps, 

together with uncertainty about the implications of national data protection legislation, 

can lead to an unwillingness to support protocols that envisage the sharing of data. 

"Often, there is ignorance [of secondary research] and where there is ignorance, the 

answer is always no," commented one ethicist. 

There is a similar lack of experience in evaluating the ethical implications of studies that 

reuse data. "We always focus on harm. But really, it's really difficult [with secondary 

use] to get a balanced view of whether we are doing harm to people," said another 

researcher with experience in ethical review. Most ethical guidance suggests that 

separate ethical review is not necessary for secondary use of appropriately anonymised 

research data. However, some IRBs (notably those that generate significant revenue 

from each application for ethical review) are reluctant to give up oversight, even when a 

protocol proposes secondary analysis of fully anonymised data, with no obvious 

likelihood of risks to patients. 

The issue of risk to individuals is a live one, particularly as data become more 

interoperable and increased data management and analytic capacity potentially allow 

people with contextual knowledge of research populations to triangulate between 

different data sources. In the words of one African data manager: "As the digital divide 

narrows, we do have to think about the risk to participants in communities who can now 

access their own data. [Analysts from those communities] have a lot of contextual data 

which they could put together with study data to draw conclusions from. That made me 

rethink the risk of disclosure."  

Another frequently cited "risk" associated with sharing data is that secondary analysts 

will use the data irresponsibly or simply badly, drawing conclusions that are wrong or 

potentially damaging. 

Researchers wishing to share data ethically must also consider the issue of patient 

consent when choosing a repository or data sharing channel. Repository governance 

mechanisms often stop at requiring researchers to attest that informed consent has been 

obtained for the original study. In practice, however, such consent may be complex – for 

example allowing for the further sharing of data with other academic researchers but not 

with industry, or allowing use for research on heart disease only. Metadata related to 

consent procedures in academic studies are often poorly documented and very rarely 

standardised, greatly complicating the process of ensuring that consent is respected as 

data are pooled, transformed and aggregated through sharing. In practice, most 

platforms appear to put the onus on the depositors of data to ensure that consent has 

been obtained for onward sharing. This is especially challenging for researchers 

working in outbreak or emergency settings, where samples and data were collected 

without the luxury of carefully-worded consent procedures, by researchers struggling to 

keep their patients, and themselves, alive. 
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4.2 Emerging good practices 

Balancing the risk of harm to research participants against potential benefit 
to communities 

Some low income countries are working to refocus discussions of research ethics so that 

they take as much account of potential benefits as they do of possible harms. This 

requires thinking not just about the rights of individuals participating in a study to be 

protected from harm, but also about the rights of society to benefit from potential 

advances in knowledge that can come from pooling data to answer new questions (or to 

answer an existing question more rapidly or conclusively). 

According to one African ethicist: "There is a concept of public health good, where 

community interests can override individual interests, in a pandemic for example, where 

we might [impose] quarantine." This more collectivist approach to ethics can be 

brought to data sharing. "Data which have no negative implications [for a research 

participant or identifiable community] but can actually enhance science, it is unethical 

to retain those data. Once data are anonymised, it's unethical not to share it." This is 

especially the case where the potential for societal benefit to arise from sharing data is 

greatest – for example in public health emergencies, or for rare diseases in which it is 

difficult to achieve statistical power in an individual study. 

The earlier this broader notion of research ethics is built into the research cycle, the 

easier it is for repositories and other sharing mechanisms to ensure that data are shared 

in accordance with ethical standards. Some countries, such as Malawi, have approved 

wording for consent forms across all biomedical research, allowing for the secondary 

reuse of all securely anonymised, non-stigmatising data. Chatham House, the WHO and 

others are developing model forms governing patient consent, data rights etc. that can be 

"pre-approved" for rapid roll-out emergencies, and can be used prospectively to 

facilitate future sharing of data.18 Whatever the original consent procedures were, they 

should be recorded as part of the data curation process and shared with other study 

metadata. An ontology for recording and sharing patient consent procedures is under 

development, though not yet widely used.19,20 

Interviewees and meeting participants suggested that ethics review boards should turn 

their attention away from individual protocols for secondary analysis, and towards 

overseeing the governance structures of data repositories and data sharing mechanisms. 

Disclosure risks: a proportionate approach 

Many interviewees and meeting participants underlined the need for more thought to be 

given to safeguards that are proportionate to the real risk of harm. While data managers 

recognised that the risk of breaches of confidentiality may grow along with skills and 

data interoperability, they believe the risks to be manageable. Risk assessment tools 

such as International Household Survey Network's Statistical Disclosure Control tool 

sdcMicro are widely used to monitor the risk of reidentification specific to sub-sets of 

micro-data requested for sharing.21 Many data repositories, including IDDO and most of 

the INDEPTH sites, have adopted procedures to reduce any risks to individuals by 

introducing "noise" around specific variables. 
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Besides auditing data for disclosure risk, data managers at Agincourt -- a longitudinal 

resource in South Africa that includes detailed personal and health data -- provide 

different levels of access according to the sensitivity of the data. All metadata are 

openly available. So is a 10% subsample of data which allows potential researchers to 

explore data sets and plan more detailed data requests. More sensitive variables can be 

requested through a process which requires potential users to provide a study rational 

and an analysis plan. These plans must be approved by Agincourt staff, may carry a cost 

associated with dataset preparation, and require a data access agreement. The most 

sensitive data are not released for download, but Agincourt scientists will run specific 

data analyses on request, or may enter in to research collaborations in which centre 

scientists participate at all stages of data preparation, analysis and use. All data are 

encrypted at the point of entry. Data managers could not recall a single breach of 

confidentiality through shared data in Agincourt's 23 year history. 

More transparent peer review safeguards against bad science 

Where appropriate data access agreements are in place, the risk that shared data will be 

used to generate and publish poor analysis that would lead to reputational damage or 

other harm was considered overblown. "I think we exaggerate the risks [of harmful 

analysis]," said an African data manager. "We have licenses, data use agreements, 

which need to be clear about responsibility for conclusions. In 20 years I've never seen 

a case where bad [secondary] analysis has happened."  

To the extent that existing peer review procedures assure quality, they should work for 

secondary analysis just as well as for primary analysis. Indeed, data licenses that allow 

or require data and code to be shared with reviewers can only increase the effectiveness 

of peer review, providing additional safeguards against scientifically weak reuse of data. 

Transparency in decision-making about data reuse 

Models of data access designed to protect the interests of data generators (particularly 

those working in structurally disadvantaged research settings), such as the "gated" 

model described above, raise potential ethical concerns. Unless data access mechanisms 

are transparent, there's a risk that data may be shared preferentially with particular 

research groups. 

The access procedures used in gated models vary widely, in part because they are 

designed based on different understandings about the purpose of data access 

mechanisms. These, in turn, arise from the purpose of the repository or resource itself. 

Where the default position is to facilitate maximum use of the resource, including for 

learning and skills building, then light-touch access procedures are likely to be adequate. 

At APHRC, for example, potential users are required to register their interest and 

provide a brief research proposal and data analysis plan. Proposals are screened (and 

sometimes directly approved) by a data manager; more complex requests that may 

require ongoing consultation are referred to data originators to ensure that they are 

willing to provide support. Occasionally, data managers suggest collaborations to avoid 

duplication of effort. Data requests are rejected only if they are incomplete, or because 

they have a goal inconsistent with the study aims (something that has occurred only 

once in the history of a repository which receives around 100 access requests per year). 
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Successful applicants sign a data use agreement, and commit to returning any resulting 

publications to the resource. 

Domain-specific repositories that exist principally to facilitate pooled analysis of study 

data contributed by researchers from different institutions tend to use more formal data 

access mechanisms. Data access committees are emerging as the norm in these 

situations, but there is as yet no consensus about the appropriate make-up of these 

committees. This is in large part, once again, because the reasons for restricting access 

to data are rarely clearly articulated. 

A great deal of thinking about data access mechanisms is rooted in the development of 

policies for biobanks, which have to consider the equitable and efficient distribution of 

finite resources. As a result, data access committees often focus on the scientific 

integrity and value of proposed reuse, a function which requires the participation of 

subject experts. These experts, however, are very often people with a personal stake in 

either the collection or the potential use of the resource themselves. Their participation 

introduces potential conflict of interest into data access decisions. H3Africa, a resource 

which includes biospecimens as well as other data, has chosen to allow original PIs to 

be consulted about access requests, while denying them a vote on the data access 

committee. 

For in silica data, screening for the perceived "value" of data reuse seems less vital; 

indeed, it might even be seen as potentially discriminatory, excluding ideas that are 

outside of the scientific mainstream. Increasingly, access committees governing only in 

silica resources stress the independence of committee members. Industry-backed 

Clinical Study Data Request (CSDR) provides an example of a committee that provides 

high-level oversight independent of those involved with original data collection. 

Independent access committees find ways other than direct participation of PIs to 

protect the interests of data originators, for example by asking PIs to list their planned 

analyses, so that these can be protected (or collaborations suggested) in cases where one 

or more secondary users propose similar uses. At least one African institution said that 

this was a useful service, connecting researchers to others across the continent who 

shared research interests. 

Interviewees and meeting participants stressed that governance mechanisms would do 

more to contribute to the ethical and equitable sharing of data if they were more 

transparent. In practice, it is often difficult to ascertain exactly who is on a data access 

committee, or to determine the basis on which they make their decisions. Repositories 

maintained by groups that do not have a stake in data reuse tend to lead in transparency. 

CSDR and C-PATH, which maintains the TB-PACTS repository of patient data 

provided by three TB research groups, publish metrics on data requests, and summaries 

of requests that have been approved, though not of those that have been rejected. 

4.3 Supporting ethical data sharing structures: 
recommendations for research funders 

There was broad agreement with a meeting participant who urged a more pragmatic 

approach to the governance of shared data: "We need to start governing for the probable 

rather than the possible." 
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Such a shift would require significant changes in the habits of ethical review boards, 

based on a broader understanding among national governments as well as the research 

community, of the potential benefits and likely (rather than theoretically possible) harms 

to research participants associated with data reuse. In order to support that shift, 

research funders should: 

1) Expand discussion around personal risks and societal benefits of data sharing among 

ethics review bodies; support training for ethicists who wish to increase the capacity to 

oversee the overall governance of data sharing mechanisms. 

2) Help develop guidelines for ethical oversight of repositories and data sharing 

mechanisms that focus on maximising the utility and use of resources. 

3) Support the further development and widespread use of standards and tools for 

anonymisation of individual patient data, assessment of disclosure risk, and 

minimisation of that risk. 

4) Engage with scientific publishers and repository managers to expand access to 

underlying data and the transparency of peer review for all studies, thus improving 

quality assurance for primary as well as secondary analyses. 

5) Support the widespread adoption of data access procedures that are transparent and 

that minimise screening for scientific value for non-depletable resources. 

5 Business models for efficient data 
sharing mechanisms 

5.1 Issues and challenges 

Discussions about funding data sharing infrastructure have tended to focus on the cost 

of data curation and storage (see, for example, the Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development's work on business models for repositories).22 

Recognition of the importance of development of standards and other data management 

skills and procedures which underpin the utility of repositories is less well developed. 

Some feel this is an important oversight. As one institutional repository manager said: 

"Hypothecated investment in data management and managers is really, really necessary. 

We've fallen head over heels into this digital age where we don't have the skills to look 

after the data that we're creating at such a rate." More neglected still are discussions 

about the place of the networks of humans that do the grunt work of standards 

development, and that lead to their uptake.23 Another interviewee noted: "Networks can 

be incredibly useful in terms of standards, certification, capacity building… 

Repositories are the units, but you've got tot think about international networks that 

function well, and that are about things like governance and building trust. There's a 

technical aspect but's there a really important social aspect, human aspect. But it's 

really hard to get funding for the glue part of a network, and the glue is essential." 

In terms of funding for repositories themselves, there is currently a diversity of models: 

 Structural funding from public or philanthropic sources (GenBank, DANS) 

 Project-specific funding from public or philanthropic sources (IDDO, ISARIC) 
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 Institutional funding (Harvard Dataverse, university repositories, APHRC) 

 Private sector models (CSDR, Figshare, Mendeley) 

Structural funding for the long term curation and storage of data does exist. This 

includes national investments, especially in wealthier countries. However, it is largely at 

odds with current biomedical research funding models, which tend to be tied to private 

competitive interests, or, in the public sphere, linked with a specific project or subject 

area. Both structural funding and philanthropic funding leave resources vulnerable in 

the case of changes in political or institutional priorities.  

 In private sector models, costs are underwritten by investors in the expectation of future 

returns, and/or recouped through a variety of cost recovery models including data 

deposit fees, data access fees, and charges for curation, analytics or other services 

provided to repository users. Data deposit or access fees may themselves be 

underwritten by research funders as part of the research funding process. Indeed, that 

will probably remain inevitable as long as funder mandates are a major driver of 

progress towards more open sharing of data. What's feasible in terms of business models 

is inextricably linked with the extent to which data sharing is driven by mandates or by 

secondary user demand. However data sharing costs written in to individual grant 

agreements will almost certainly be insufficient to cover the infrastructure and standards 

development work necessary to make sharing useful and sustainable. 

The financing, management and governance mechanisms necessary for efficient data 

sharing mechanisms will shift over time. In the planning phase, subject specialists may 

be involved in intensive standards development work. Governance expertise is needed 

at start-up to ensure that adequate systems are in place and functioning, while during 

data ingest, a heavier emphasis will be placed on data management skills. Table 4 

illustrates the ways in which the principle focus of attention related to data sharing shifts 

over the course of the research cycle.  

5.2 Emerging good practices: efficient data sharing 
structures 

Reducing curation costs at the start of the research cycle 

Interviewees and meeting participants were unanimous in recognising that the single 

most effective way of increasing efficiency and cost-effectiveness in data curation 

prospectively is to invest more at the start of the research cycle. The development and 

use of standardised protocols and data collection tools, and the integration of 

standardised meta-data into those protocols and tools, dramatically reduces the cost of 

managing and sharing data collected prospectively. APHRC studies now all collect data 

using electronic data capture tools pre-loaded with metadata that conform to DDI 

standards – a policy that has cut the costs of data management significantly. This option 

is not available to those wishing to include previously collected data in pooled datasets. 

However the data mapping and translation tools developed by the WWARN network to 

deal with legacy datasets in malaria have demonstrated that data management tools can 

reduce the need for expensive human intervention in routine curation processes. 

Similarly, tools developed by the INDEPTH network have reduced the time taken for 

some core curation functions from several days to a matter of hours. 
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Table 4: Data sharing concerns at different points in the research cycle 

UNDERLYING 

COMMUNITY 

STANDARDS 

Laws and "community" standards and norms relating to consent and data protection will greatly affect how data are 

collected and how they can be shared, while metadata standards will affect the cost and potential value of sharing. 

The "communities" setting standards may be nations as well as scientific communities; standards and norms may be 

specific to a research type (e.g. clinical trials, genomics) or a specific domain (e.g. NTDs, malaria). Community 

standards are ideally concentrated: i.e. limited in number and agreed on broadly 

DATA 

COLLECTION 

Data collection is very widely dispersed. Consent procedures and used of shared metadata norms greatly affect data 

sharing possibilities, and thus eventual options for repository practices 

CURATION Data curation involves several distinct areas of expertise. Each can be performed by different actors 

Subject specific 

Subject-specific curation often involves a high degree of standardisation, so that data can be pooled and analysed 

across time and place. Subject knowledge is highly desirable, at least until sufficient throughput makes algorithmic 

mapping and automated curation more feasible. 

By research-type  
Many fields of research share data across disease areas: genomics, clinical trials etc. Standards can often be applied 

without additional subject knowledge 

FAIR 
Curation that relates to data discoverability, accessibility and interoperability is often subject agnostic, presenting the 

opportunity to concentrate expertise and achieve economies of scale for this part of the curation process 

STORAGE 

Though repositories are commonly thought of as domain-specific or generalist, the labels apply more correctly to the 

curation choices than the storage itself. Storage options that provide secure warehousing for collections of either type 

offer the possibility for economies of scale. 

ACCESS 

Broadly, there are four options for data access: open, controlled by licences, controlled by an approval process such 

as a data access committee, and closed (dark archives). Options will be influenced by national laws, community 

standards, and choices made at the data collection stage. Access choices will in turn influence likely reuse. 

REUSE 
Reuse should be very widely dispersed; it should be supported by mechanisms which attest to the value of the 

repository, and add value for the contributor. 

 

NTDs: Neglected tropical diseases 
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Proportionate governance mechanisms keep costs down 

All access procedures, but particularly those that require review and consensus by 

multiple human actors, have resource implications. This strengthens the rational 

(discussed under the ethics section above) for maintaining the lightest-touch 

governance systems consistent with the specific aims of the repository. London 

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, which maintains a well-curated data 

archive used by institutional researchers to share study data, has, for example, 

decided against setting up a formal access committee for data stored in its repository 

because of the resource implications. The philosophy underlying this decision was 

described by an interviewee from another institution as follows: "It boils down to: 

do we really have to think of every possible thing that could possibly go wrong, and 

write a rule for it, or can we trust most people to behave responsibly?" 

Again, upstream investment in sound data management, including good 

anonymisation practices, reduces the need for data access committees to screen for 

possible ethical problems. The benefits of screening for "scientific value" in the 

reuse of a non-depletable resource appear limited, unless the cost of preparing 

requested datasets is high. 

Flexible "comparative advantage" models for repositories 

The function of a repository, and thus its potential scale and resource needs, may 

broaden over time. WWARN, for example, began life as a resource for tracking 

antimalarial resistance. Over time, it focused less on surveillance than on pooled 

analyses to guide treatment. The tools and governance structures it developed to 

meet this new purpose proved useful across other therapeutic areas also, leading to 

the creation of IDDO, an umbrella platform which aims to provide access to 

individual patient data for a number of neglected tropical diseases. Interviewees 

stressed the need to build flexibility into data sharing mechanisms: "You need to 

recognize that the system you set up won't be what you have for ever, so you have to 

think about meeting your immediate needs, while being able to expand as 

necessary." 

This flexibility includes considering hybrid models, and changing partnerships as 

needs change and resources mature. For example, private service providers such as 

Figshare are increasingly working with universities to provide the "back end" 

services needed for an institutional repository. For this they charge annual fees that 

depend on an institution's research profile, but usually amount to less than the cost 

of a single staff position.  

Similarly, private providers are reaching agreements on long-term archiving with 

resources that are funded largely out of national or multilateral budgets. For 

example Mendeley, owned by Dutch academic publishing giant Elsevier, plans to 

pay DANS, a repository funded by the government of the Netherlands, to back up 

all data deposited by Mendeley data users. Data scientists setting up domain-

specific repositories should consider using existing repository infrastructure services 

to deliver the technical infrastructure for particular data sharing initiatives, 

concentrating their own skills on developing metadata and governance standards 

that best meet the needs of their communities. 
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Equity and cost effectiveness 

Several interviewees noted that buying in repository services is a way of making a 

lot of progress rapidly. However, if those services are based exclusively in higher-

income countries, outsourcing carries the risk of entrenching inequalities by failing 

to develop local capacities to provide basic infrastructure. "It certainly lowers the 

cost of entry. But there's always a worry when the driver is the profit motive that 

everything gets top-sliced for the shareholders' benefit." This is especially the case 

where institutions get "locked in" to an outsourced model, so that they cannot easily 

migrate content as their own skills, resources or needs dictate. Portability of content 

is thus a criterion which should be considered when choosing a repository structure.  

Interviewees also noted that data repositories which add structures to compensate 

for uncertain underlying infrastructure such as basic connectivity, or which contain 

capacity support or other mechanisms to support equity, can be more expensive than 

more streamlined services delivered in better resources settings. Though this has 

been used to argue for the greater efficiency of concentrated resources in areas of 

existing capacity, some draw the opposite lesson – that immediate short-term 

efficiencies may have to be sacrificed to build capacity and infrastructure for longer-

term equity. 

Claims related to relative cost-effectiveness are in any case hard to verify because 

very few data services record or publish the actual costs associated with developing 

repositories or with sharing research data. C-PATH, a US based organisation which 

provides data management services to pharmaceutical firms and others wishing to 

share individual patient data for regulatory and other purposes, has found that costs 

are unevenly distributed across four main areas. The cost of platform development 

can often be amortised across different disease areas, as IDDO also reports. Storage 

costs are relatively low (and falling). Data management and integration costs are 

high in new disease areas, while the cost of in data acquisition, including 

negotiations with potential contributors, depends very much on the extent to which 

data originators see a value in the shared resource. Several meeting participants 

noted that the value of sharing data is not yet well established among researchers 

working on neglected tropical diseases, so investment in community buy-in remains 

vital, and can be substantial. 

It is not necessarily the case that costs will be higher or investment in tools and 

infrastructures less efficient than elsewhere, as long as research communities are 

supportive of data sharing. At the Africa Centre, a well-established data 

collaboration in South Africa, the cost of data management, curation and sharing 

amounts to some eight percent of the total research budget. In Kenya, APHRC 

estimates the cost for prospective studies is around five percent of the research 

budget, most of it in staff time. 

While research funders are requiring grantees to share ever more information, in 

ever more transparent ways, they do not always practice what they preach. Few 

funders publish disaggregated information on the grants they give, making it 

difficult for the research community to monitor their performance in promoting the 

equitable, ethical and efficient sharing of useful research data, or to monitor the 

cost-effectiveness of different approaches. We had difficulty identifying emerging 

good practices in this area. 
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Incentivising policy-relevant reuse 

The efficiency with which shared data leads to new discoveries of potential benefit 

in reducing the toll that neglected tropical diseases and pandemics take on societies 

depends in part on the likelihood that data will actually be reused. Much of the more 

negative rhetoric around data sharing appears to assume an underlying hunger for 

shared data (the fear of being "scooped", the concern that previous analyses will be 

found to be incorrect, the worry about irresponsible analyses). Metrics published by 

CSDR and others suggest that demand is more modest.  

There have been one-off attempts to promote secondary analysis of individual 

patient data.24 However, few incentives currently exist to encourage researchers to 

make constructive use of secondary data. Some disease-specific repositories, 

including WWARN, have encouraged use of the resource by inviting data 

originators to propose study groups, in which analysis can be supported by 

WWARN statisticians together with other network members. 

5.3 Efficient data sharing structures: 
recommendation for funders 

The systems and standards that underpin repositories, and the human networks that 

devise, encode and maintain those standards, are a core component of efficient data 

sharing structures. They require long-term support, as in the case with all other 

infrastructure necessary to enable good scientific research.  

Funder of research should: 

1) Actively support coordinated, open-source standards development work, 

particularly in neglected tropical diseases and for pathogens with pandemic 

potential.  

2) Support the networks upon which the development of standards relies, and on 

which their widespread adoption depends. Continued efforts to build support within 

research communities for the sharing of research data are essential to the viability of 

data sharing structures, and must also be funded.  

3) Encourage research groups to record and share information about the costs of 

different aspects of data management, curation and sharing, including the cost of 

governance. These data should be analysed to inform decisions about cost-

effectiveness of different approaches, and the likely infrastructure investments 

needed to increase equity in the geographical distribution of repositories and 

bioinformatic information. 

4) Work with publishers and other groups to incentivise the reuse of data from well-

governed repositories. 
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 6 Conclusion 

In order for shared data to lead to more knowledge, they must be shared usefully. 

That means they need to be findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable, and for 

all of those things, agreed technical standards are necessary. 

For FAIR data to be shared in ways that are actually fair to the people who collect 

them and the communities they are collected from, they also need to be shared 

equitably and ethically. For that, agreed governance standards are necessary. Further, 

to be fair to the taxpayers and philanthropists that fund their collection, curation and 

reuse, data should be shared efficiently and sustainably. For that, agreed business 

models are necessary. 

Arriving at an agreement in any one of those areas, and implementing the 

agreements that are reached, depends upon having securely resourced networks 

through which researchers, data scientists, ethicists and funders can share 

experience and negotiate norms together with the communities from whom data are 

collected. If the knowledge gleaned from shared data is to be of use to people 

working in low and middle income settings, it is imperative that their experience is 

heard within those networks. This will involve a shift of perspective: networks of 

humans with the skills to develop and use the standards and tools that make data 

sharing useful are a core part of the data sharing infrastructure. Investment plans 

should reflect that. 

Data sharing policies and incentive structures for researchers should also be re-

crafted to emphasise the goal (the re-use of data to generate new knowledge) rather 

than the mechanistic means. That will probably mean more support for curation and 

secondary analysis, and flexible approaches which are appropriate to a particular 

context (such as an outbreak of an emerging pathogen) or a particular level of 

infrastructural, technical or human capacity. 

This document has described a wealth of good practice already in use or under 

development in low and middle income settings; funders need only incentivise 

researchers and data scientists to choose the curation and governance approaches 

that are most likely to contribute to the goal of productive data reuse in their 

particular context. 
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Appendix 1: A summary of Trusted Data Repository principles 

 
 

  
Trusted data repository principles 

Infrastructure 
1 

Mission/Scope   The repository has an explicit mission to provide access to and preserve data in its domain. 

      1 Preservation is an institutional policy 

      2 Continued access is an institutional policy 

 

2 
Licences 

 

The repository maintains all applicable licenses covering data access and use and monitors 
compliance. 

 
 

 
1 License agreements are clearly described 

 
 

 
2 Terms of use attached to each license is clearly described 

 
 

 
3 Enforcement measures and penalties for non-compliance described 

  
3 

Continuity of 
access   

The repository has a continuity plan to ensure ongoing access to and preservation of its holdings. 
(Governance, not tech) 

      1 Guaranteed preservation periods are articulated 

      2 Transition plans in case of changing circumstances are specified 

 

4 Confidentiality
/ Ethics 

 

The repository ensures, to the extent possible, that data are created, curated, accessed, and used in 
compliance with disciplinary and ethical norms. 

 
 

 
1 Repository states how it complies with disciplinary norms 

 
 

 
2 Repository requests declaration of LOCAL IRB and data protection legislation compliance 

 
 

 
3 Data storage and distribution procedures protect identity as necessary  

 
 

 
4 Does repository review disclosure risk and provide anonymisation or restricted access services? 

 
 

 
5 Are there procedures for breach of anonymity? 
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5 Organizational 
infrastructure   

The repository has adequate funding and sufficient numbers of qualified staff managed through a 
clear system of governance to effectively carry out the mission. 

      1 Repository is hosted in institution with long-term prospects 

      2 Repository has adequate staff and funding for 3-5 years 

      3 Staff are sufficiently skilled to do the job, including upgrading to new technologies 

 

6 
 Expert 
guidance 

 

The repository adopts mechanism(s) to secure ongoing expert guidance and feedback (either in-
house, or external, including scientific guidance, if relevant). 

 
 

 
1 

Do external technical and area experts keep the repository up to date with new developments in data 
management? 

Data 
management 

7 
Data integrity, 
authenticity   The repository guarantees the integrity and authenticity of the data. 

      1 Integrity: fixity checks guard against corruption  

      2 Integrity: audit trail tracks changes to data and metadata 

      3 Authenticity: Repository checks identity of depositors 

      4 Repository provides transparent versioning control 

      5 Appropriate international standards are used 

 

8 
Appraisal 

 

The repository accepts data and metadata based on defined criteria to ensure relevance and 
understandability for data users. 

 
 

 
1 Repository has a policy determining what it will accept 

 
 

 
2 Repository has clear and transparent QC procedures, including for metadata 

 
 

 
3 Repository states and polices acceptable data formats 

  
9 

Documented 
storage 
procedures   

The repository applies documented processes and procedures in managing archival storage of the 
data. 

      1 Repository has clearly documented procedures for data storage 
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      2 Replication, back-up and file integrity procedures are in place 

 

10 
Preservation 
plan 

 

The repository assumes responsibility for long-term preservation and manages this function in a 
planned and documented way. 

 
 

 
1 Repository has a clearly defined preservation policy 

 
 

 
2 Repository has the right to assume custody of the data, and clear contracts with depositors to do so 

 
 

 
3 Submission, data transfer and archival plans documented and enforced 

  

11 

Data quality   
The repository has appropriate expertise to address technical data and metadata quality and ensures 
that sufficient information is available for end users to make quality-related evaluations 

      1 Quality standards are applied to data and metadata 

  
  

  2 Adherence to metadata standards is checked manually or automatically 

      3 Community can comment on data/metadata quality 

 

12 
Workflows 

 
Archiving takes place according to defined workflows from ingest to dissemination. 

 
 

 
1 All workflows related to ingest, curation and storage are clearly documented and followed 

  
13 

Data discovery 
and 
identification   

The repository enables users to discover the data and refer to them in a persistent way through 
proper citation. 

      1 Repository is searchable, by humans and machines 

      2 Metadata are searchable to acceptable international standards 

      3 Repository is included in relevant registries 

      4 Repository offers recommended data citations 

      5 Repository offers dois 
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14 

Data reuse 
 

The repository enables reuse of the data over time, ensuring that appropriate metadata are available 
to support the understanding and use of the data. 

 
 

 
1 Repository specifies metadata at ingest 

 
 

 
2 Data/metadata meet community standards 

 
 

 
3 Format migration plans are in place 

Technology 

15 
Technical 
infrastructure   

The repository functions on well-supported operating systems and other core infrastructural 
software and is using hardware and software technologies appropriate to the services it provides to 
its Designated Community. 

  
  

  1 
Repository uses hardware and software meeting specific technical standards such as ISO 19115, W3C, 
OGC, SDI 

      2 Infrastructure development plans in place as necessary 

      3 Connectivity meets users needs 

 

16 
Security 

 

The technical infrastructure of the repository provides for protection of the facility and its data, 
products, services, and users. 

 
 

 
1 

Procedures are in place to provide recovery and backup if functioning is compromised e.g. by virus or 
infrastructural meltdown 

 
 

 
2 

Recovery and Business continuity plans are consistent with systematic assessment of possible/likely 
risks  
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Trusted data repository principles 

Infrastructure 
1 

Mission/Scope   The repository has an explicit mission to provide access to and preserve data in its domain. 

      1 Preservation is an institutional policy 

      2 Continued access is an institutional policy 

 

2 
Licences 

 

The repository maintains all applicable licenses covering data access and use and monitors 
compliance. 

 
 

 
1 License agreements are clearly described 

 
 

 
2 Terms of use attached to each license is clearly described 

 
 

 
3 Enforcement measures and penalties for non-compliance described 

  
3 

Continuity of 
access   

The repository has a continuity plan to ensure ongoing access to and preservation of its holdings. 
(Governance, not tech) 

      1 Guaranteed preservation periods are articulated 

      2 Transition plans in case of changing circumstances are specified 

 

4 Confidentiality
/ Ethics 

 

The repository ensures, to the extent possible, that data are created, curated, accessed, and used in 
compliance with disciplinary and ethical norms. 

 
 

 
1 Repository states how it complies with disciplinary norms 

 
 

 
2 Repository requests declaration of LOCAL IRB and data protection legislation compliance 

 
 

 
3 Data storage and distribution procedures protect identity as necessary  

 
 

 
4 Does repository review disclosure risk and provide anonymisation or restricted access services? 

 
 

 
5 Are there procedures for breach of anonymity? 

  

5 Organizational 
infrastructure   

The repository has adequate funding and sufficient numbers of qualified staff managed through a 
clear system of governance to effectively carry out the mission. 

      1 Repository is hosted in institution with long-term prospects 
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      2 Repository has adequate staff and funding for 3-5 years 

      3 Staff are sufficiently skilled to do the job, including upgrading to new technologies 

 

6 
 Expert 
guidance 

 

The repository adopts mechanism(s) to secure ongoing expert guidance and feedback (either in-
house, or external, including scientific guidance, if relevant). 

 
 

 
1 

Do external technical and area experts keep the repository up to date with new developments in data 
management? 

Data 
management 

7 
Data integrity, 
authenticity   The repository guarantees the integrity and authenticity of the data. 

      1 Integrity: fixity checks guard against corruption  

      2 Integrity: audit trail tracks changes to data and metadata 

      3 Authenticity: Repository checks identity of depositors 

      4 Repository provides transparent versioning control 

      5 Appropriate international standards are used 

 

8 
Appraisal 

 

The repository accepts data and metadata based on defined criteria to ensure relevance and 
understandability for data users. 

 
 

 
1 Repository has a policy determining what it will accept 

 
 

 
2 Repository has clear and transparent QC procedures, including for metadata 

 
 

 
3 Repository states and polices acceptable data formats 

  
9 

Documented 
storage 
procedures   

The repository applies documented processes and procedures in managing archival storage of the 
data. 

      1 Repository has clearly documented procedures for data storage 

      2 Replication, back-up and file integrity procedures are in place 

 

10 
Preservation 
plan 

 

The repository assumes responsibility for long-term preservation and manages this function in a 
planned and documented way. 

 
 

 
1 Repository has a clearly defined preservation policy 
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2 Repository has the right to assume custody of the data, and clear contracts with depositors to do so 

 
 

 
3 Submission, data transfer and archival plans documented and enforced 

  

11 

Data quality   
The repository has appropriate expertise to address technical data and metadata quality and ensures 
that sufficient information is available for end users to make quality-related evaluations 

      1 Quality standards are applied to data and metadata 

  
  

  2 Adherence to metadata standards is checked manually or automatically 

      3 Community can comment on data/metadata quality 

 

12 
Workflows 

 
Archiving takes place according to defined workflows from ingest to dissemination. 

 

 

 
1 All workflows related to ingest, curation and storage are clearly documented and followed 

  
13 

Data discovery 
and 
identification   

The repository enables users to discover the data and refer to them in a persistent way through 
proper citation. 

      1 Repository is searchable, by humans and machines 

      2 Metadata are searchable to acceptable international standards 

      3 Repository is included in relevant registries 

      4 Repository offers recommended data citations 

      5 Repository offers dois 

 

14 

Data reuse 
 

The repository enables reuse of the data over time, ensuring that appropriate metadata are available 
to support the understanding and use of the data. 

 
 

 
1 Repository specifies metadata at ingest 

 
 

 
2 Data/metadata meet community standards 
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3 Format migration plans are in place 

Technology 

15 
Technical 
infrastructure   

The repository functions on well-supported operating systems and other core infrastructural 
software and is using hardware and software technologies appropriate to the services it provides to 
its Designated Community. 

  
  

  1 
Repository uses hardware and software meeting specific technical standards such as ISO 19115, W3C, 
OGC, SDI 

      2 Infrastructure development plans in place as necessary 

      3 Connectivity meets users needs 

 

16 
Security 

 

The technical infrastructure of the repository provides for protection of the facility and its data, 
products, services, and users. 

 

 

 
1 

Procedures are in place to provide recovery and backup if functioning is compromised e.g. by virus or 
infrastructural meltdown 

 
 

 
2 

Recovery and Business continuity plans are consistent with systematic assessment of possible/likely 
risks  
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Appendix 2: Agenda and list of participants at 
consultative meeting, October 2017 

Best practices in data sharing: incorporating the experiences of researchers from 

low and middle income countries 

Date: Monday 16th October 2017.  Hilton Antwerp Old Town, Belgium  

Time: 9:30am – 4:30pm 

Draft agenda 

Background research     10.00 – 10.15 

 Laura will begin by describing the findings of a study of data sharing 

practices in public health emergencies, and providing key insights from of a 

review of existing repository standards. 

Issue 1: Purpose of data sharing platforms  10:15 – 10:45 

Contention: the primary reason for sharing data largely determines the 

structure and governance appropriate for a given repository 

 Elizabeth summarises the normative reasons given for data sharing in over 

100 papers on the subject, and sketches the implications of each for 

repository choices 

 Daniel O discusses data repositories as resources for learning and capacity 

building, and what that implies for access as well as for human resource 

management 

 Kris describes data sharing mechanisms that support drug discovery 

 Philippe shares the experience of using curated data repositories to answer 

questions that individual trials can't answer. 

Discussion on the purposes of data sharing, led by Rob. Key questions: Who 

decides on the major purpose of data repository? What implications does that 

have for resources? What mechanisms exist to reconcile potentially different 

interests, e.g. publishers demanding transparency while researchers aim for 

utility? What examples exist of demand-driven community sharing initiatives 

scaling successfully to meet broader needs? 

Issue 2: Ethical and Legal    10.45 – 11.45 

Contention: diversity in national law, historical consent and ethical norms 

significantly shapes options for repositories and their governance. 

 We'll have a very short, long-distance intervention from Joseph Mfustso-

Bengo, chair of Malawi's national bioethics commission, on balancing 

individual and community rights 

 Javier describes the challenges of trying to reconcile national data 

protection laws and ethical norms across different social and scientific 

cultures. 

 Michelle shares experience in trying to comply with disparate consent 

regimes when constructing a multi-country, multi-study data repository 

Discussion on ethical and legal issues, led by Gabrielle. Key questions: What 

fora are available to harmonise data-protection regulation related to biomedical 

research? What are the obstacles to greater harmonisation, as well as to a more 
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coherent approach to ethics approval for secondary research? Do current norms 

do enough to protect the public good, as well as the rights of individuals? 

Issue 3: Technical (domain-specific curation,  11.45 – 12.30 

'FAIR' curation, storage, security) 

Contention: efficiency of data sharing may be maximised if curation functions 

are split. Domain expertise must dominate in some areas; more generic 

standards and practices performed at scale are preferable for other tasks.  

 Susanna gives an overview of the importance of domain-specific metadata 

standards, and the challenges in developing and implementing them 

 Daniel M provides some background on ongoing efforts to develop 

metadata and other curation standards that make data findable and accessible 

to humans and machines, and interoperable and reusable within and beyond 

their original domain. 

 Kobus Zooms in from South Africa to share thoughts on how to choose 

which data to curate and store, and to what level 

 Cheikh [part 1] describes techniques APHRC uses to share even sensitive 

data safely, including by introducing "noise" where necessary. 

Discussion on technical issues, led by Dave. Key questions: How can work on 

domain-specific metadata standards in neglected diseases be supported, and their 

use incentivised? Do some models of curation (for example, anonymisation by 

repository staff) reduce barriers to entry? What guidance is available to reduce 

wasteful duplication of effort and reinvention in the repository space? Are 

infrastructural concerns still an issue in long-term preservation in LMIC; if yes, 

how to get out of the Catch 22? 

Lunch       12.30 – 13.30 

Issue 4: Governance and Equity (terms of   13.30 – 14.45 

submission, terms of use, access procedures, benefit sharing) 

Contention: the real and perceived distribution of effort and benefit arising 

from data sharing will fundamentally influence the success of a repository. 

 Cheikh [part 2] shares APHRC's experience with providing widespread but 

staged access to newly-collected research data 

 Nina shares the pros and cons of sharing data through closed research 

coalitions, supported with open sharing of tools and protocols  

 Dave gives an overview of Wellcome's experience with different data access 

models, including the costs and benefits of CSDR's independent data access 

committee. 

 Julie outlines ways in which different data use requirements might be 

managed through a single point of access. 

Piero leads a discussion on benefit sharing and governance issues. Key 

questions: Are publication embargos an effective way of ensuring fair access for 

LMIC researchers? What other mechanisms exist to ensure sharing of benefits, 

and how well do they work? What is a proportionate response to the risk of "bad 

science" arising from secondary analysis? How scalable are independent data 

access committees? 

Issue 5: Sustainability (including business  14.45 – 15.40 

 model, development cycle and cost-effectiveness) 
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Contention: Necessary investment will depend on purpose of the repository, 

and the extent to which its use is mandated. It will be long-term but often front-

loaded. Modular options seem worth exploring. 

 Simon gives us an update on current thinking about business models for data 

repositories, and links them back to the purpose of a given data sharing 

mechanism. 

 Gareth outlines the upsides and downsides of maintaining institutional 

repositories in an increasingly crowded landscape 

 Rick joins us remotely to discuss economies of scale, and the potential cost-

sharing at different points in the data curation, preservation and sharing 

lifecycle. 

 Steve provides a donor's perspective on long term funding options for 

research infrastructure 

Sophie leads the discussion on sustainability. Key questions: How do we 

quantify the cost of equitable data sharing? Do repositories of relevance to 

LMIC require extra capacity building or other efforts which inherently change 

the potential business model? Do we have enough experience yet to recommend 

effective cycles for repository development? What are the possibilities of 

"hybrid" models, combining domain expertise and professional data services? 

Summary and next steps   15:40 – 16.30ish 

In this final session, we'll try to summarise any areas where agreement emerged about 

existing or desirable best practices. If a good practice exists, meets specific needs and 

is good to go, who should replicate it, in what circumstances, through what 

mechanisms and with what support? If ideas emerge that seem like good candidates 

for further development, who will develop, and with what support? How might 

experiences developed to meet particular challenges of equity and ethics be 

incorporated more fully into global discussions going forward? 
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